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Abstract 

T he exponential increase in the use of plastic 
in modern society and the inadequate 

management of the resulting waste have led to its 
accumulation in the marine environment. There is 
increasing evidence of numerous mechanisms by 
which marine plastic pollution is causing effects 
across successive levels of biological organisation. 
This will unavoidably impact ecological communities 
and ecosystem functions. A remaining question to be 
answered is if the concentration of plastic in the 
ocean, today or in the future, will reach levels above 
a critical threshold leading to global effects in vital 
Earth-system processes, thus granting the 
consideration of marine plastic pollution as a key 
component of the planetary boundary threat 
associated with chemical pollutants. Possible answers to this question are explored by reviewing and evaluating existing 
knowledge of the effects of plastic pollution in marine ecosystems and the ‘core planetary boundaries’, biosphere 
integrity and climate change. The irreversibility and global ubiquity of marine plastic pollution mean that two essential 
conditions for a planetary boundary threat are already met. The Earth system consequences of plastic pollution are still 
uncertain, but pathways and mechanisms for thresholds and global systemic change are identified. Irrespective of the 
recognition of plastic as a novel entity in the planetary boundaries framework, it is certain that marine plastic pollution is 
closely intertwined with global processes to a point that deserves careful management and prevention. 

1. Introduction: marine plastic pollution as an emerging Anthropocene risk 
Human activities are capable of changing the normal functioning of Earth-system processes in ways that amplify risks to 

societies worldwide [1]. One of the most conspicuous anthropogenic activities is the manufacture, use and disposal of 
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plastic. This synthetic material is so widespread throughout the environment that plastic is now considered as a 
geological marker of the Anthropocene, the emerging epoch in which human activities have a decisive influence on the 
state, dynamics and future of the Earth system [2] 

Mass production of plastic took off rapidly since the 1950s, shaping the development of modern society [3], [4]. Global 
production of plastic resin increased from around 1.5 million tonnes in 1950 [5] to 322 million tonnes in 2015 [6]. 
Estimates are that during 2010, between 4.8 and 12.7 million tonnes of mismanaged land-based plastic waste entered 
the oceans [7]. The absolute amount is difficult to calculate, due to the many different sources and environmental 
transport pathways, but marine plastic pollution (MPP)  is now ubiquitous in the marine environment. It has been 1

documented to negatively affect organisms, ecosystems, human wellbeing, and socioeconomic sectors such as tourism, 
aquaculture and navigation [8], [9], [10]. The recent rise in MPP studies reflects growing concern about its impacts [11]. 
A first global assessment has been made of the sources, fates and effects of microplastic in the oceans [12], [13], 
highlighting the need for policy and societal action and identifying key research priorities to inform this action. 

Recently, scientific attention has turned to plastics as a potential planetary boundary threat [14], [15], [16]. The planetary 
boundaries framework [17] defines precautionary boundaries for several anthropogenic perturbations, set at levels to 
avoid thresholds or shifts in Earth-system functioning that would generate rising risks for the world’s societies. By 
identifying measurable control variables and setting boundaries, the framework demarcates a global ‘safe operating 
space’ for humanity. In the scientific synthesis of Rockström et al. [17] and later Steffen et al. [1], chemical pollution/
novel entities were flagged as issues of concern, but no quantified planetary boundary was proposed. 

Along with efforts to operationalise the planetary boundaries as a global sustainability policy integration framework [18], 
[19], [20], [21], the novel entities boundary is increasingly being discussed in the scientific community. Rockström et al. 
[17] suggested that control variables could be defined in terms of emissions, concentrations or effects of chemicals such 
as persistent organic pollutants (POPs), heavy metals, or plastics. Sala and Saouter [22] noted that in principle, chemicals 
could be prioritised according to their impacts on particular ecological functions, allowing for an aggregate quantified 
planetary boundary. In contrast, Persson et al. [23] argued that “there is no single chemical pollution planetary boundary, 
but rather that many planetary boundary issues governed by chemical pollution exist”. Persson et al. [23] and MacLeod 
et al. [24] proposed criteria for a chemical pollutant to pose a planetary boundary threat. These criteria are explored and 
adapted in the following sections. Steffen et al. [1] outlined the rationale for the chemical pollution boundary more fully, 
expanding the issue to include a wider range of novel synthetic or anthropogenic entities released into the environment. 
However, the lack of consensus on the kinds of thresholds that should not be crossed, the great diversity of substances 
released to the environment, and the high uncertainty about their individual and interacting behaviour, has meant that 
no boundary has been suggested [25], although the planetary threat from chemical pollution is indeed recognised as an 
unaddressed societal task [24]. These severe knowledge constraints also apply to MPP. 

This study extends from ideas outlined in three recent studies [15], [16], [26] that have raised the issue of establishing a 
planetary boundary for marine plastic pollution, and reflect on its implications for operationalisation in environmental 
management and policy. Ecological processes, from sub-cellular to ecosystem scales, can be impacted in many ways by 
marine plastics [16], and physical-biological interactions may play a determining role in the large-scale and long-term 
fate of marine plastics [15], [26]. These studies outline a research agenda to characterise the sources, pathways, 

 The term ‘marine pollution’ refers to the introduction of harmful or potentially harmful substances into the sea, but it can be politically ambiguous, referring either to 1

the substances themselves or to the moral responsibility for the harm caused by pollution [99]. The use of ‘marine plastic pollution’ (rather than plastic litter or plastic 
debris) highlights this socio-political nature of the material.
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degradation and ultimate fates of plastic in the marine environment. Combining these different perspectives together and 
focusing on the ways that MPP affects Earth-system processes, informs the assessment of whether and how MPP fulfils 
the requirements to be designated as a sub-boundary of the novel entities boundary. 

2. Rationale: the Earth-system perspective on novel entities 

2.1. An Earth-system science and governance gap 
At its most fundamental, the Earth system consists of the dynamic interactions of Earth’s physical and living components 
[27], [28], [29]. The planetary boundaries framework views this as a coupled social-ecological system, where the world’s 
societies increasingly influence Earth’s biophysical trajectory. 

Steffen et al. [1] defined novel entities as “new substances […] that have the potential for unwanted geophysical and/or 
biological effects.” They argued that novel entities become a planetary concern when they exhibit persistence, cross-
scale distribution, and the potential to impact vital Earth-system processes. In investigating MPP as a planetary boundary 
threat, the primary concern is not with its effects on people, or even on marine organisms as such, but rather on the 
biophysical behaviour of the Earth system as a whole, with the additional challenge for policy and operationalisation 
that the behaviour of concern is, by definition, unprecedented. 

Many open scientific questions arise about which aspects of planetary behaviour matter, over what timescales. For most 
planetary boundary processes, the Holocene provides a baseline of comparative climatic and ecological stability [30], 

[31]. For novel entities, however, there is no such baseline. They 
exist because of modern humanity’s ingenuity, capacity and 
technology for bypassing many ambient physical and material 
constraints. Earth-system science faces persistent difficulty in 
integrating human activity in its conceptual frames [32], [33], 
[34], and the emergence of novel entities (such as marine 
plastic) highlights the limitations of current scientific 

understanding. The Earth-system effects that might make MPP a planetary boundary threat could involve thresholds or 
regime shifts [35], [36] within ‘components’ of the Earth system, such as ecosystem collapses, and in the dynamic links 
between system components, ‘shifting gears’ between physical and ecological processes. 

There is only an emerging understanding of plastic pollution as a globally systemic problem. Recent assessments [13], 
[37], [38], [39], [40] still tend to document issues with an anthropocentric perspective on human health, or on currently 
economically significant ecosystems, rather than Earth’s resilience. They also highlight fundamental gaps in knowledge 
about the fate of plastics, and its geophysical and biological effects. 

In this context, policy on marine plastics is also still emerging [9], [37]. The need for an international convention on 
marine plastic debris or pollution is presently being discussed [38], [39]. Key international instruments dealing with sea-
based pollution include the London Convention,  especially its 1996 London Protocol,  and MARPOL 73/78,  2 3 4

 Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/LCLP/Pages/default.aspx2

 Protocol to the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/LCLP/3

Documents/PROTOCOLAmended2006.pdf.
 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, www.imo.org/en/about/conventions/listofconventions/pages/international-convention-for-the-4

prevention-of-pollution-from-ships-(marpol).aspx.
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implemented through national law in signatory nations. 
Global instruments regulating land-based pollution, but not 
specifically plastic, include the Stockholm,  Rotterdam  and 5 6

Basel Conventions.  Only the UN Convention on the Law of 7

the Sea  provides a broad overarching duty to prevent land-based sources of all marine pollution. At European level, the 8

Marine Strategic Framework Directive (Descriptor 10)9 and Article  of the Joint Communication on international ocean 9

governance [40] deal with plastic pollution, in support of Sustainable Development Goal 14 under UN Agenda 2030 
[41]. Despite growing attention to marine plastic in these contexts, policy integration and coherence remain a very large 
governance gap [42]. 

2.2. A new approach for boundary assessment 
This exploration of the feasibility of classifying marine plastic pollution as a sub-boundary contributes to an ongoing 

debate about chemical pollution and novel entities as a 
planetary boundary. An entity must simultaneously fulfil three 
proposed conditions and associated scenarios [23], [24], 
outlined in Fig. 1 below, in order to be considered as a 
planetary boundary. These conditions were initially proposed for 
chemical pollution, primarily by synthetic substances, where 

there is broader agreement on how toxicity and hazard can be defined. In applying this conceptual approach to MPP, 
two major challenges arise, linked to significant knowledge, governance and policy gaps. 

First, the vast majority of plastic has long been viewed as ‘safe’ (non-toxic or low toxicity). Chemical hazard assessment 
methods currently in use focus on exposure to organisms, rather than multi-scale ecological functioning of the Earth 
system. Rather than proposing to identify ‘dangerous 
levels’, a planetary boundaries approach should 
focus on characterising the ‘dangerous pathways’ that 
may alter Earth-system dynamics. 

Second, the Earth-system effects of plastic are 
irreducibly complex, with poorly predictable 
environmental behaviour, fates and interactions with 
other chemical substances – both natural and 
synthetic. While some information is available about 
the quantity of plastic material produced and 
released, there is still deep ignorance and high 
uncertainty about the pathways that plastic actually 
takes in the marine environment. This exploration 
focuses on two indicative pathways or scenarios: the 

 Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, http://chm.pops.int/TheConvention/Overview5

 Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade, www.pic.int.6

 Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, www.basel.int, and action under its 2017 COP-13 Decision 7

on marine litter, www.basel.int/Implementation/MarinePlasticLitterandMicroplastics/Overview/tabid/6068/Default.aspx.
 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, www.un.org/depts/los.8

 Directive 2008/56/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 establishing a framework for community action in the field of marine 9

environmental policy (Marine Strategy Framework Directive) http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32008L0056.
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Fig. 1. Conditions under which marine plastic pollution can be 
regarded as a planetary boundary threat. Numbers in parentheses 
indicate the section where the condition is reviewed. (Adapted from 
conditions proposed for chemical pollution in Refs. [23], [24]).

Despite growing attention to marine plastic in 
these contexts, policy integration and coherence 

remain a very large governance gap.

While some information is available about the 
quantity of plastic material produced and 

released, there is still deep ignorance and high 
uncertainty about the pathways that plastic 
actually takes in the marine environment.
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ecological effects on food webs and the biogeochemical effects on marine carbon sequestration, where scientific 
evidence can be pieced together robustly, and where the direct, indirect and cascading effects that combine to alter 
Earth-system dynamics can be distinguished relatively clearly. 

3. Does marine plastic meet planetary threat criteria? 

3.1. Is exposure to marine plastic pollution poorly reversible? 
From a stratigraphic perspective, there is a clear Anthropocene threshold [2] between pre-plastic and post-plastic 
systems, but for a chemical pollutant to pose a planetary boundary threat [24], its environmental exposure and/or its 
disruptive effects must be poorly reversible. Marine plastic pollution will always fulfil this condition, as the ultimate end-
fate of most mismanaged plastics is the ocean. 

The ubiquity of plastic debris and the unfeasibility of its substantial removal from the marine environment, especially in 
the case of microsized particles, mean that exposure is essentially irreversible [43]. Recent estimates suggest the 
presence of at least 5 trillion plastic pieces floating in the oceans [44]. Plastic material has been observed in most 
domains of the physical environment, including the biosphere [45], cryosphere [46], [47], ocean sediments [2], and 

even the atmosphere [48], to the extent that plastic has lately been 
considered as a stratigraphic marker of the Anthropocene [49]. 
MPP is accumulating around the convergence zones in the five 
subtropical ocean gyres [44], [50] and the Arctic Ocean [51]. 
These large-scale accumulation zones are a consequence of the 

effect of winds, ocean surface currents, and the thermohaline circulation. Furthermore, concentrations comparable to 
those in the subtropical gyres have been recorded close to highly populated areas such as the Mediterranean Sea [52], 
Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, and Gulf of Mexico [53]. Organisms ingesting and later egesting MPP also play a role in 
the global distribution of plastic particles [50], [54], [55], [56]. This biological pathway cannot be halted or reversed. 

The environmental effects of MPP are also essentially irreversible. Plastic serves as a very effective substrate for sessile 
species (e.g. barnacles, tube worms and bivalve mollusks) as well as a temporary platform or raft for motile organisms 
[8]. Plastic has been found to host harmful algal bloom species [57], viruses [58] and microbial communities, 

increasingly recognised as the ‘Plastisphere’ [59]. It is a vector 
for transport of alien invasive species [8], [60], and of POPs that 
may then be ingested in concentrations much higher than the 
ambient seawater [61], [62]. Regardless of its size, then, each 
plastic particle has the ability to transport living organisms and 
to redistribute harmful substances, altering ecosystem 

composition and functioning, and changing genetic diversity [10]. These properties cannot be inactivated [43]. 

The weathering of macroplastics is a major source of the microsized plastic particles currently present in the marine 
environment [16], [64]. The main mechanisms for this are degradation by mechanical wave action, UV 
photodegradation, and biofouling and biological degradation [16], [64], [65]. Recent studies also highlight the 
importance of the land-based breakdown of textile fibres as a source of microplastic [66], [67]. Thus, even if inputs of 
macroplastics into the ocean decrease substantially in the near future, the amount of micro and nano plastic debris in 
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the marine environment will inevitably continue to increase – with an associated outlook of shifting exposure and 
complex effects on different ecosystems. 

3.2. Are effects of marine plastic pollution detected only when the problem is planetary-scale? 
MacLeod et al. [24] defined four potential scenarios by which the disruptive effects of a given chemical pollutant are not 
discovered until they become a problem at a planetary scale: 
i. the concentrations of the contaminant are nearly homogeneous at a global scale; 
ii. the effects are rapidly distributed globally 
iii. the effects of the contaminant are only observable at a global scale; and 
iv. there is a time delay between the exposure of the contaminant and the effects. 

These scenarios apply readily to molecular pollutants that are long-lived and hence well mixed in the environment, like 
the ozone-depleting CFCs and synthetic greenhouse gases that affect the global atmosphere’s radiative properties. The 
CFCs clearly demonstrate the possibility of ‘planetary ecotoxicity’ even when the substances themselves were assessed 
as very low toxicity. 

As a solid-phase substance rather than a molecular pollutant, plastic in the marine environment requires a different 
perspective to be taken on these scenarios. MPP has direct effects on organisms, indirect effects as a vector or carrier of 
other pollutants, and systemic effects that cascade across ecosystems on multiple temporal and spatial scales (Fig. 2). The 
challenge of defining what constitutes a planetary-
scale change, rather merely the aggregate sum of lots 
of local changes, is an on-going debate in various 
application contexts of the planetary boundaries 
framework [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73]. 

Scenario i is already fulfilled: plastic is being 
redistributed around the world’s oceans from high 
concentration input regions, as outlined previously. 

Whether marine plastic fulfils scenarios ii–iv depends 
on the effects in question, and also on how ‘global-
scale’ effects are conceptualised. The direct effects of 
MPP on organisms (e.g., from ingestion, entrapment) 
are generally regarded as ‘local’ problems – 
resolvable by local-level societal responses – but 
they are increasingly recognised as global issues of 
concern because they have accumulated to a point 
that they are now evident worldwide (Fig. 2, curve 
A). The interval between exposure (understood as the 
moment when plastic arrives in the marine 
environment) and effects at the organism level is 
typically short. However, against this background of 
global redistribution and homogenisation, ocean 
dynamics are also contributing to the creation of 
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Fig. 2. Cross-scale spatial and temporal dynamics of marine plastic 
pollution. A. Effect on organisms – direct ‘local’ effects, observed all 
around the world. Threshold a set normatively as a precautionary 
boundary (e.g., maximum acceptable exposure of populations). B. 
Effect on ecosystems – large-region, time-lagged (Δt) effects. Threshold 
b reflects a structural ecosystem-level shift (e.g., loss of keystone 
species). C. Cascading effect on global ecosystem function (e.g., 
globalised toxic bioaccumulation impacts on genera or families). 
Minimal effect seen until critical ecosystem shift (c) occurs.



high accumulation zones, geographically far removed from sources. The timescale of global surface-ocean connectivity 
is faster than other ocean circulation processes, due to the presence and action of living organisms [74]. Through 
ecological dynamics, the effects of MPP thus extend over large regions, as well as in hotspots [14], [51], demonstrating a 
time lag between the environmental exposure to marine plastics and the eventual effects caused. 

These indirect and cascading systemic effects may represent a planetary-scale problem, illustrated with a consideration 
of effects of plastic debris in marine ecosystems. Today, 
the presence of plastic in the marine food chain is 
broadly recognised [45]. Ingestion and transfer of plastic 
particles have been reported across the food chain, from 
bottom [45], [75] to top, including in humans [76]. 

Suborganism effects (e.g., on cells, organ systems) have been observed [16], as well as effects on organisms and 
ecological assemblages [11]. In this regard, the rapid global distribution of the effects of plastic (scenario ii) is not just a 
geospatial matter, but also an ecological and trophic one (Fig. 2, curve B). 

Marine organisms can bioaccumulate harmful substances through the entire food web, in cross-scale interactions 
consistent with scenario iii (although Koelmans et al. [77] suggest that microplastic ingestion does not significantly 
increase the risk of hazardous substances being transferred to marine wildlife). The harmful effects of plastic debris can 
arise from the toxicity of substances added to polymers during plastic production (e.g., plasticisers, flame-retardants, 
dyes), and of other chemicals sorbed onto plastic surfaces from the seawater [8], [78], [79]. A scenario iv delay could 
occur between exposure and effects if, for example, the reproductive capacity of some species is altered. A high intake 
of microplastic has been found to have adverse outcomes on energy allocation, fecundity and reproduction (among 
other impacts) in oysters [80] and copepods [81]. Copepods play a crucial role in trophic chains and the carbon cycle as 
they feed on phytoplankton and are prey to larger organisms. Similar concerns have also been expressed about the 
physical and toxicological effects of plastic ingestion by lanternfish [82]. These impacts may thus have a time-lagged 
effect upon higher trophic organisms. 

Plastic may also affect the biota through changes in the physical environment. Significant concentrations of microplastic 
have been reported in beach sediments [83], potentially changing physical properties, permeability and flows of 
nutrients and water [84], and subsurface temperature – with possible effects on sex determination in marine turtles 
(important ocean herbivores), which is highly temperature-dependent [85]. 

Thus, despite the fragmented state of current evidence, the mismanagement of discarded plastic is already implicated in 
globally systemic alteration to food webs, habitats, and biogeochemical flows (Fig. 2, curve C). However, the extent to 
which marine ecosystems are affected by MPP is still highly uncertain. To date, most of the research on effects of 
microplastic on wildlife has been in laboratory-based experiments or on particular species, under conditions that differ 
substantially from those found in the marine environment. 

3.3. Is there a disruptive effect on Earth-system processes? 
The recognition that plastic may alter the structure and functions of marine ecosystems worldwide (Fig. 2, curve C) leads 
us to the most challenging and uncertain question in the framework [24]: does MPP have a disruptive effect on Earth-
system processes? Disruptive effects, thresholds or regime shifts can be defined in many different ways [86], [87]. But 
whether and how the impacts of MPP could be affecting vital Earth-system processes, or are instead being absorbed and 
buffered, is an open question. Recent studies [15], [16] indicate that it is uncertain whether this third condition is 
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fulfilled. There is a need for precisely articulated hypotheses that can be tested in future marine observation studies, 
experiments, and with models. 
 
A major uncertainty relates to the disruption of 
systemic connections between the physical and the 
living components of the Earth system. Here, carbon 
sequestration illustrates the issues (Fig. 3), because 
the global carbon cycle is one of the biophysical 
foundations of the Earth system. It links ocean 
processes with the atmosphere, biosphere, and 
terrestrial environments, and plays a vital role in 
balancing the climate system [88], [89]. Mechanisms 
can be envisaged where MPP affects the ability of the 
oceans to sequester carbon into the major global 
reservoirs of deep water bodies and ocean 
sediments, by both biological and physicochemical 
means. In line with the scenarios discussed in 3.2, 
the consequences on the carbon cycle would only 

be detectable on a global scale, and after a 
considerable time lag. 

A biologically-mediated disruption to the long-term 
storage of carbon could occur if biological processes 
at the base of ecosystem functions are altered because of the presence of plastic. MPP could alter marine populations 
through either booms or collapses, including extinctions of keystone species [68]. A large-scale shift in ecological 
assemblages could result in a threshold in the biogeochemical cycling of carbon (and other nutrient elements), with 
impact on vital Earth-system processes. 

MPP may also have the capacity to cause a biophysically-mediated disruption. The flux of faecal pellets is an important 
component of the ‘biological pump’ of carbon (including anthropogenic atmospheric carbon) to ocean sediments [90]. 
Microparticles of polystyrene alter the properties and sinking rates of faecal pellets egested by marine zooplankton [54]. 
Particulate material could thus interfere with the flow of carbon and nutrients in the water column, affecting the 
regulation of global biogeochemical flows [1] in turn affecting future trophic chains. 

The physical burial of plastic materials may also represent a shift in long-term carbon storage, since it does not share the 
element ratios of living material. Recent estimates for the amount of marine plastic debris range between 86 and 150 
million tons of plastic [91]. A large fraction of the plastic known to enter the surface ocean is not currently accounted for 
[52]. Its ultimate fate is to be deposited (directly or through the biota) onshore or on the sea floor [91]. 
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Fig. 3. Disruptive effects on Earth-system processes (e.g., marine 
carbon sequestration). If a threshold can be determined for a 
planetary-scale function (corresponding to pathway C in Fig. 2), the 
boundary should be set at a level that prevents the cascade of 
ecosystem changes that contribute to that global threshold.

MPP could alter marine populations 
through either booms or collapses, 

including extinctions of keystone species.



4. Why include marine plastics in the planetary boundaries framework? 
The planetary boundaries concept brings multiple global anthropogenic perturbations together into the same frame, in 

research and policy discourse. It is being considered in policy contexts, including the UN General Assembly [92], 
Europe’s 7th Environment Action Programme [93], which sets out a vision to live well “within the limits of the planet”, 
and national sustainability strategies [18], [19], [20], [21]. As a framework on human-caused Earth-system change, it 
should include the modern world’s most conspicuous and globally widespread changes – and this current overview 
indicates that the environmental fate of plastic waste is indeed one such change. 

MPP is a global sustainability challenge, a clear example of the tragedy of the commons, difficult to manage and govern 
globally [94]. Plastic waste is being addressed by multinational frameworks, including the SDGs [41], specifically Goal 
14 ‘Life below water’ and goals linked to production and consumption; resolutions of the first and second United 
Nations Environment Assembly ; and the G7 and G20 marine litter action plans. The potential need for a global 10

instrument, such as a convention on marine plastic pollution, is also being discussed [38], [39]. Recognising MPP as a 
global-level concern may provide valuable policy leverage for control of other chemical substances of high concern. 
Acknowledging the potential mismatch between risk perception and real risk [11], worldwide ecological benefits could 
arise if the environmental release of plastic is regulated because of human public health concerns (e.g., about the effects 
of plasticisers such as bisphenol A, which has been implicated in cancers, endocrine and metabolic disorders, and 
behavioural disturbances [95], [96]. 

Bringing MPP into the planetary boundaries framework may provide a common framework for the further development 
and implementation of these emerging policies in a 
way that adequately consider wider systemic effects. It 
may also help to provide the impetus for improved 
global state and trends assessment, ecological 
monitoring, and management. For a marine plastics/
novel entities planetary boundary to be made 

operational, knowledge gaps must be filled: basic information needed to define control variables is lacking about the 
current stocks and effects of plastic debris in the marine environment, and its systemic effects, especially on the 
sustainability-critical issues in the planetary boundaries framework. A key gap in understanding is the impact of marine 
plastic on linked social-ecological systems. Less than 5% of the scientific literature on marine plastic pollution addresses 
social or economic dimensions [97]. Packaging and consumer/household goods currently represent about two-thirds of 
total demand for plastics [6], with disposable items making up a large fraction. At the same time, there is growing 

concern about how plastics and their additives could be affecting 
human health, food security, wealth and wellbeing [60], [96]. 
People’s consumption choices and their prioritisation of some 
concerns over others will determine whether MPP worsens, 
increasing the risk of crossing some Earth-system threshold, or is 

halted and mitigated. 

It is unlikely that the MPP problem has already passed its worst. Oil, the main raw material for plastic production, is a 
finite resource, but if current rates of oil conversion into plastic continue until the estimated total cumulative oil 

 UNEP/EA.1/10 Annex 1/6, http://www.un.org/ga/search/viewm_doc.asp?symbol=UNEP/EA.1/10 and UNEP/EA.2/Res.11 http://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/10

20.500.11822/11186/K1607228_UNEPEA2_RES11E.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.
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Less than of the scientific literature on marine plastic 
pollution addresses social or economic dimensions. 
Packaging and consumer/household goods currently 

represent about two-thirds of total demand for plastics, 
with disposable items making up a large fraction.

Marine plastic pollution is irreversible and 
globally ubiquitous, and thus meets two of 

the three proposed essential conditions for a 
chemical pollution planetary boundary.

http://www.un.org/ga/search/viewm_doc.asp?symbol=UNEP/EA.1/10%20and%20UNEP/EA.2/Res.11
http://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/11186/K1607228_UNEPEA2_RES11E.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/11186/K1607228_UNEPEA2_RES11E.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


production is reached, the final stock of marine plastic debris could be 2.3 times more than is already in the oceans [91]. 
The rise in plastic production from other raw materials [6], the great amount of mismanaged plastic debris entering the 
oceans [7], [74], and the barely significant impact of clean-up efforts worldwide [98] indicate that there is no globally 
systemic sustainability perspective. Precaution is needed when there is a situation of ignorance about disruptive effects 
that pollutants may have on Earth-system processes [24]. 

5. Conclusions and recommendations 
Marine plastic pollution is irreversible and globally ubiquitous, and thus meets two of the three proposed essential 

conditions for a chemical pollution planetary boundary [24]. Evidence is growing about the ecological consequences of 
plastic pollution, but it remains an open question whether MPP also meets the third condition and has disrupted Earth 
system processes. 

The proposed threat conditions and scenarios [24] that define requirements for a chemical pollutant to be a planetary 
boundary candidate have needed to be adapted for MPP, where 
the solid-phase properties of plastic introduce additional 
complexity to chemical pathways and ecological impacts. The 
conditions (as worded in Ref. [24]) are open to different 
interpretations, particularly regarding time and spatial scales. 

Trophic webs, ecosystem shifts, and the carbon cycle are complex cross-scale phenomena. Thus, whilst it is already 
evident that plastic is a planetary problem, there is high uncertainty and even ignorance about its disruptive Earth-system 
effects. Current literature lacks a broad, holistic view of how sub-systems link to each other and to the Earth-system 
processes that determine Earth’s self-regulating capacity. 

As more MPP effects are detected and especially as the implications for human wellbeing become more conspicuous, 
multilevel and multi-scale responses are beginning to take place. These range from social activism, to deliberations in 

political and governmental arenas, to much-needed business transitions 
and innovations in material use, trade, and waste management. As 
public awareness of marine plastic pollution rises, its inclusion in the 
novel entities planetary boundary may help to mobilise the action that is 
now urgently needed, on all these fronts – ideally, in close cooperation 

among all actors. 

Further transdisciplinary discussion is needed to deepen the evidence-base at each stage of the planetary threat pathway, 
to identify the thresholds of greatest concern, and to inform the normatively-defined setting of the boundary. Irrespective 
of whether marine plastic is integrated into the planetary boundaries framework, it is evident that marine plastic 
pollution is closely intertwined with global processes to a point that deserves careful and precautionary management. 
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